Sufficient conditions for abstract (proximal) hit-and-miss hyperspace topologies and the Wijsman hyperspace topology, respectively, are given to be Baire spaces, thus extending results of McCoy, Beer, and Costantini. Further the quasi-regularity of (proximal) hit-and-miss topologies is investigated.
Introduction
Recently there has been considerable interest in investigating properties of socalled hit-and-miss, resp. proximal hit-and-miss hyperspace topologies, i.e. topologies on the class CL(X) of all nonempty closed subsets of a topological, resp. uniform space X (see [B2] , [BT1] , [BT2] , [DMH] , [V] ). To describe these topologies, for any E ⊂ X denote E − = {A ∈ CL(X); A ∩ E = ∅}, E + = {A ∈ CL(X); A ⊂ E}. Further if (X, U) is a uniform space, put E ++ = {A ∈ CL(X); ∃U ∈ U with U [A] ⊂ E}, where U[A] = {x ∈ X; ∃ a ∈ A with (x, a) ∈ U }. Sets in E − "hit" E, whereas sets in E + "miss" the complement E c of E and sets in E ++ are "far" from E c . The abstract hit-and-miss topology for CL(X) (first studied by Poppe in [P1] , [P2] ) has as a subbase all sets of the form V − , where V is an arbitrary open subset of X plus all sets of the form (B c ) + , where B ranges over a given nonempty family ∆ ⊂ CL(X). If (X, U) is a uniform space and (B c ) + is replaced by (B c ) ++ in the above definition we get the so-called proximal hit-and-miss topology (cf. [B2] ). Varying ∆ we obtain diverse hyperspace topologies: if ∆ = CL(X) the familiar Vietoris topology τ V (cf. [KT] , [Mi] ), resp. the proximal Vietoris topology τ pV (cf. [DMN] , [BLLN] ); if ∆ = nonempty closed compact subsets of X, the Fell topology τ F (cf. [F] , [KT] ), resp. the proximal Fell topology τ pF (this clearly coincides with τ F in case of a Hausdorff space X); if ∆ = closed proper balls in a metric space, the ball topology τ B , resp. ball-proximal topology τ pB (cf. [HL] , [BT1] ). For other topologies see [B2] .
If (X, d) is a metric space we will consider one more hyperspace topology, the socalled Wijsman topology τ W , which is the weak topology generated by the distance functionals d(x, A) = inf{d(x, a); a ∈ A} (where x ∈ X, ∅ = A ⊂ X) viewed as functionals of set argument (see [FLL] , [B2] ). Although this topology is neither hit-and-miss nor proximal hit-and-miss in general (cf. [HL] ), it is a fundamental tool in the construction of the lattice of hyperspace topologies, for most of the above and many other known topologies arise as suprema and infima, respectively, of appropriate Wijsman topologies (cf. [BLLN] , [CLP] ).
The question as to when the hyperspace is a Baire space, i.e. a space where every countable intersection of dense open subsets is dense, has been thoroughly investigated by McCoy in [MC] for the Vietoris topology. For other hyperspace topologies there are only partial results, e.g. if X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then (CL(X), τ F ) is a locally compact Hausdorff space ( [KT] ), hence a Baire space as well; or if X is metrizable with a separable complete metric, then (CL(X), τ W ) is completely metrizable ([B1] , [C] ) and is thus a Baire space. It is the purpose of this paper to find sufficient conditions for the Baireness of abstract (proximal) hitand-miss topologies and as a consequence also for the Wijsman topology. We will make use of [MC] , properly modifying and extending its techniques and ideas. In order to achieve this we first find conditions for the quasi-regularity of (proximal) hit-and-miss topologies. It turns out that (CL(X), τ pV ) is a Baire space if X is e.g. a Baire uniform space with a countable pseudo-base; (CL(X), τ F ) is a Baire space if X is almost locally compact and nonempty closed compact subsets of X have open neighbourhoods with compact closure; (CL(X), τ pF ) is a Baire space if X is a locally compact uniform space; and finally CL(X) endowed with τ B , τ pB , and τ W , respectively is a Baire space if X is a separable Baire metric space or a completely metrizable space.
Notation and terminology
Let (X, τ ) be a topological space and ω stand for the set of all positive integers. Let CL(X), K(X) be respectively the nonempty closed and nonempty closed compact subsets of X. If E ⊂ X, then E, intE will stand for the closure and interior, respectively, of E in X. In a metric space (X, d) denote by S(x, r) (B(x, r) ) the open (closed) ball about x of radius r > 0 and write B(X) for the nonempty closed proper balls of X. Given nonempty sets A, B ⊂ X define the gap between them as D(A, B) = inf{d(a, b); a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. Throughout the paper when speaking of notions concerning uniform spaces we will assume that X is endowed with a uniformity U. A topological space X is said to be R 0 (pseudo-R 0 ) if every nonempty open subset of X contains the closure of each (of some) of its points (cf. [D] , [Zs] ); further X is called quasi-regular if every nonempty open set contains a closed set with nonempty interior.
A collection P ⊂ τ \ {∅} is said to be a pseudo-base for X if every nonempty τ -open set contains a member of P (cf. [O] ). Define the following sets ( [MC] ):
S(X, P) = {f : P → P; f(U) ⊂ U for every U ∈ P} and RS(X, P) = {f : P → P; f(U) ⊂ U for every U ∈ P}.
If U ∈ P and f, g ∈ S(X, P) or RS(X, P), define [U, f, g] 1 = g(U ) and for i > 1
. Then for any U = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) + B (resp.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use U = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) ++ B ) we can assign U * = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) * B and conversely for any U = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) * B we can put U + = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) + B (resp. U ++ = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) ++ B ). In what follows ∆ will be a fixed nonempty subfamily of CL(X) and ∆ 0 = ∆ ∪ {∅}. For ∆ ⊂ ∆ 0 denote by Σ(∆ ) the set of all finite unions of members of ∆ . Then
The hit-and-miss topology (resp. proximal hit-and-miss topology) τ + ∆ (resp. τ ++ ∆ ) on CL(X) has as a base B + ∆ (resp. B ++ ∆ ) all sets of the form (U 1 , . . . ,
A feeble homeomorphism is a feebly continuous feebly open bijection (cf. [HMC] ).
Auxiliary results
The following characterization of Baire spaces is proved in [MC] (Theorem 2.3).
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a quasi-regular space and P a pseudo-base for X. Then X is a Baire space if and only if for every U ∈ P and f ∈ RS(X, P) there exists
Suppose that X has a countable pseudo-base and there exists a countable family ∆ ⊂ ∆ such that whenever B ∈ Σ(∆),
. . , U n ∈ P, n ∈ ω} forms a countable pseudo-base for X ω . As for (ii), it can be shown analogously to the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [O] . The only difference is that instead of the sequence
This follows from the definition of closure in (X, τ ) and (X ω , τ * ∆ ), respectively.
(ii) The proof of Hilfsatz 5(b) in [P2] works for pseudo-R 0 spaces as well if point-closures are used instead of singletons.
and the proof follows. As for the statement in parentheses observe that always
. Finally (iii) follows analogously from Lemma 2.3(iii) and Lemma 2.4.
Quasi-regularity of (proximal) hit-and-miss topologies
We will say that ∆ ⊂ CL(X) is a quasi-Urysohn (uniformly quasi-Urysohn) family provided whenever B ∈ Σ(∆) and
If ∆ = CL(X) this reduces to quasi-regularity of X and for ∆ = K(X) we get socalled almost locally compact spaces (cf. [MCN] ). Further X will be called uniformly ∆-quasi regular provided whenever ∅ = W is an open subset of X there exists B ∈ ∆ and U ∈ U with U [B] ⊂ W . This condition holds for ∆ = CL(X), K(X) and B(X).
Theorem 3.1. (i) If (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) (resp. (CL(X), τ ++ ∆ )) is quasi-regular, then ∆ is a (uniformly) quasi-Urysohn family and X is quasi-regular. Further in both cases (X ω , τ * ∆ ) is quasi-regular.
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Proof. (i) Suppose that there exists a non-pseudo-R 0 X such that (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) is quasi-regular. Then there exists a nonempty τ -open V with V + = ∅ and we can find
Then similarly to Lemma 1 in [Zs] 
In virtue of Lemma 2.3(ii) and Lemma 2.4 we get that ∅ = V j ∩ S c ⊂ U for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m, which implies the quasi-regularity of X. Finally, if B ∈ Σ(∆) and
whence ∆ is a quasi-Urysohn family. The proximal case works out similarly making use of Lemma 2.3(iii) and Lemma 2.4. Finally the quasi-regularity (complete regularity) of X and that ∆ is a (uniformly) quasi-Urysohn family easily imply the quasi-regularity of (X ω , τ * ∆ ) by Lemma 3.3(i).
and an argument similar to that for the hit-and-miss case applies.
Remark 1. The necessary conditions for quasi-regularity of the (proximal) hit-andmiss topology in Theorem 3.1(i) are not sufficient conditions. Indeed, consider X = [0, 2] with the Euclidean metric, and put U = [0, 1) and ∆ = {[x, 2]; x ∈ (1, 2]}. Then ∆ is a quasi-Urysohn family; further U c ∩ B c ∈ cl + (U) \ U − whenever U = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) + B ∈ B + ∆ . It means that (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) is not quasi-regular. The proximal case works out similarly. Finally, according to Lemma 2.3(i) (X ω , τ * ∆ ) is quasi-regular; thus, quasi-regularity for τ * ∆ does not imply quasi-regularity for τ + ∆ (resp. τ ++ ∆ ) in general.
Corollary 3.2. (i) (CL(X), τ V ) is quasi-regular if and only if X is quasi-regular;
(ii) Let X be a uniform space. Then (CL(X), τ pV ) is quasi-regular.
Proof. (i) Observe that if ∆ = CL(X), then ∆-quasi-regularity of X as well as the quasi-Urysohn property for ∆ coincide with quasi-regularity of X. As for (ii) observe that both conditions of Theorem 3.1 follow from complete regularity of the uniform topology. (ii) (CL(X), τ pF ) is quasi-regular if and only if X is a locally compact uniform space.
Proof. (i) Sufficiency: If B ∈ K(X) and U i is a nonempty τ -open set disjoint to B for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n (n ∈ ω), we can choose a closed compact subset B i of U i with nonempty interior. Further {x} is compact for each
Then the compactness of B guarantees a finite family V x1 , . . . , V xm covering B, hence choosing D = m j=1 V xj we see that K(X) is a quasi-Urysohn family. Now Theorem 3.1(ii) applies. Conversely, in view of Theorem 3.1(i) it suffices to show that quasi-regularity of the Fell topology forces almost local compactness on X. So let W ∈ τ \ {∅}. First suppose that some closed compact subset of X meets W . Then there exists K ∈ K(X) with W ∩ intK = ∅ (K(X) is a quasi-Urysohn family by Theorem 3.1(i)), hence the quasi-regularity of X yields a K 1 ∈ K(X) with ∅ = intK 1 ⊂ K 1 ⊂ W . Suppose now that no member of K(X) meets W . By the quasi-regularity of (CL(X), τ F ) we get some nonempty
Consequently S c = W and W has no nonempty open subset different from W . Accordingly W is compact and from quasi-regularity of X we can infer that W is closed as well, which contradicts the choice of W .
(ii) It has been already mentioned that a uniform space is always K(X)-quasiregular. Further an easy compactness argument yields that local compactness of X implies that K(X) is a uniformly quasi-Urysohn family. Conversely, the uniform topology is R 0 , so point-closures are compact; thus applying the uniform quasi-Urysohn property for point-closures we get local compactness of X.
Corollary 3.4. Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then (CL(X), τ B ) and (CL(X), τ pB ) are quasi-regular.
Proof. Let B = m j=1 B(x j , α j ) ∈ Σ(B(X)) and W i = S(y i , β i ) be disjoint for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n (y i ∈ X, β i > 0). Then γ j = min 1≤i≤n d(x j , y i ) > α j for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, so choosing D = m j=1 B(x j , αj +γj 2 ) we easily get that B(X) is a (uniformly) quasi-Urysohn family. As for (uniform) "ball"-quasi-regularity it suffices for any W = S(x, α) to pick B = B(x, α 2 ). Remark 2. Note here that the ball and the ball-proximal topology need not be regular in general (see [HL] and [H] , Theorem 4.1).
Baire spaces and (proximal) hit-and-miss topologies
By a proper modification of the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [MC] we can prove our main theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that (X ω , τ * ∆ ) is a Baire space and (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) (respectively (CL(X), τ ++ ∆ )) is quasi-regular. Then (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) (resp. (CL(X), τ ++ ∆ )) is a Baire space.
Proof. Let U ∈ B + ∆ and f ∈ RS(CL(X), B + ∆ ). Then by Theorem 3.1(i) X is pseudo-R 0 , so by Lemma 2.5(ii) f * ∈ RS(X ω , B * ∆ ). Further in view of Theorem 3.1(i) (X ω , τ * ∆ ) is a quasi-regular Baire space; thus according to Theorem 2.1 there
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It can be shown that [U, f, g + ] 2n = ([U * , f * , g] 2n ) + for all n ∈ ω (cf. [MC] ,Theorem 3.8). Observe that by Lemma 2.5(i) g + ∈ S(CL(X), B + ∆ ). Now whenever n > 1,
Finally an analogous argument justifies the theorem for the proximal hit-andmiss topology as well. It suffices only to use Lemma 2.5(iii) instead of Lemma 2.5(ii) and Lemma 2.3(iii) instead of Lemma 2.3(ii).
Corollary 4.2. Let X be a (uniformly) ∆-quasi-regular Baire space with a countable pseudo-base. Suppose that ∆ contains a countable (uniformly) quasi-Urysohn family ∆ (i.e. in the definition of (uniformly) quasi-Urysohn family we require D ∈ Σ(∆ )).
Then (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) (resp. (CL(X), τ ++ ∆ )) is a Baire space. Proof. See Lemma 2.2, Theorem 3.1(ii) and Theorem 4.1.
In the sequel we will adopt the informal definition of complete spaces (cf. [FK] ), i.e. spaces that can be proved Baire by an argument similar to the proof of the Baire Category Theorem. Examples of such spaces are e.g. the completely metrizable spaces, locally compact regular (Hausdorff) spaces, pseudo-complete spaces,Čechcomplete spaces or the (weakly) α-favourable spaces (see [HMC] , [AL] , [W] ). Theorem 4.3. Suppose that X is a complete space and (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) ((CL(X), τ ++ ∆ )) is quasi-regular. Then (CL(X), τ + ∆ ) ((CL(X), τ ++ ∆ )) is a Baire space. Proof. It can be shown similarly to [FK] Remark 3. Notice that the non-parenthetic part of the previous corollary is precisely the result stated in [MC] . However less is actually proved, since the proof of Corollary 3.9 in [MC] implicitly uses that X is further a T 1 -space. (ii) Let X be a locally compact uniform space. Then (CL(X), τ pF ) is a Baire space.
Proof. (i) In view of Corollary 3.3(i) (CL(X), τ F ) is quasi-regular. Observe that the classical proof of Bairness of locally compact regular spaces (cf. [K] , Theorem 34, p. 200) works for almost locally compact spaces as well; thus, X is complete and Theorem 4.3 applies. Case (ii) can be shown similarly using Corollary 3.3(ii) instead of Corollary 3.3(i).
Remark 4. The above corollary is interesting only for non-regular or non-locally compact spaces, since otherwise the Fell topology makes CL(X) a locally compact Hausdorff space (see [KT] and [Zs] , Theorem 2), hence the hyperspace is a Baire space. On the other hand Example 3.4 in [MCN] demonstrates that conditions of Corollary 4.5(i) are more general than local compactness plus regularity.
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a metric space. If X is a separable Baire space or is complete, then (CL(X), τ B ) as well as (CL(X), τ pB ) is a Baire space.
Proof. If X is complete, then Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 3.4 apply. Suppose now that (X, d) is a separable Baire metric space and E is a countable dense subset of X. Then ∆ = {B(e, r) ∈ B(X); e ∈ E, r is a positive rational} is a countable subfamily of ∆ = B(X). If B = m j=1 B(x j , α j ) ∈ Σ(B(X)) and F = ∅ is a finite subset of B c , then β j = d(x j , F ) − α j > 0; further there exists e j ∈ E ∩ S(x j , βj 4 ) and a rational r j such that α j + βj 4 < r j < d(x j , F ) − βj 4 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then B(x j , α j ) ⊂ B(e j , r j ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m and F ⊂ D c where D = m j=1 B(e j , r j ) ∈ Σ(∆ ); thus, ∆ satisfies conditions of Lemma 2.2(i). Consequently (X ω , τ * B(X) ) is a Baire space and Theorem 4.1 applies.
Baire spaces and the Wijsman topology
It is well known that for certain base spaces τ pB = τ W , e.g. it holds in any normed linear space (cf. [HL] for conditions characterizing this equality). As the following theorem demonstrates there is an even closer connection between τ pB and τ W as far as their Baireness is concerned.
Theorem 5.1. (CL(X), τ W ) is a Baire space if and only if (CL(X), τ pB ) is.
Proof. The identity I : (CL(X), τ pB ) → (CL(X), τ W ) is continuous since τ W ⊂ τ pB ([B2], Theorem 2.2.3(a)). Now choose any nonempty U = (U 1 , . . . , U n ) ++ B ∈ B ++ B(X) , where B = m j=1 B j , B j = B(x j , α j ) (x j ∈ X, α j > 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m). If A 0 ∈ U, then A 0 ∩ U i = ∅ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and D(B, A 0 ) > 0, so there exists a i ∈ A 0 ∩ U i with d(x j , a i ) > α j for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Denote A 1 = {a 1 , . . . , a n } and put α = min 1≤j≤m d(x j , A 1 ). Then α > α j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, so defining
> 0 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m. It means that ∅ = U 0 ⊂ U, whence I is a feeble homeomorphism and such mappings preserve Baire spaces (see [N] ).
Corollary 5.2. If X is a separable Baire metric space or is a complete space, then (CL(X), τ W ) is a Baire space.
Proof. See Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 4.6.
Remark 5. It is worth noticing in connection with Corollary 5.2 that for every separable completely metrizable space X the Wijsman topology is completely metrizable (cf. [B1] , [C] ). On the other hand, Costantini constructed a complete metric space X such that (CL(X), τ W ) is notČech-complete.
